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B ETTER C IT IES  FOR B ETTER L IFEcata l iz ing  ac t ion

These rezoluce

   Theses of the 
 BETTER CITIES FOR BETTER LIFE, 
  Prague 2014 (BCBL) conference

 The BCBL programme expresses the will and interest of the cities attending the in-
ternational conference in Prague to accept the shared responsibility for the life quality 
of the citizens of both their own and other cities.

 The BCBL programme is a new philosophy of public service.

 The BCBL programme will be spread to other cities in all continents.

 The BCBL delegates support the creation of Blue-Green Book, Roadmap of succe-
ssful solutions, and the fact that it will be published electronically to share it with less 
successful cities.

 The BCBL delegates support the idea of publishing pieces of information on the 
web page of Blue-Green Book about the coming environmental projects in their cities 
to present it to the leading technological companies from all over the world in order  
to receive the best offers.  

 Cities in the BCBL programme will jointly try to find both public and private financial 
funds to continue the integrating and co-ordinating summits of cities since 2015. 

 Cities in the BCBL programme will jointly try to find both public and private finan-
cial funds to put into practice successful solutions for reducing noise, air and water 
pollution, and waste management. This programme is very expensive and it cannot be 
financed only from the city budgets. Based on its global character, it is needed to supp-
ort the will of the most developed countries and the biggest owners of private capital. 

 Implementation of joint projects of BCBL partner cities with similar or identical 
environmental issues will focus on improving labour efficiency of experts through  
a network of international expert teams. 

      In Prague, 13th May 2014


